September 2004
Your next issue of Greenkeeper International will be with you by 5 October 2004

REGULARS

News
Pages 4, 5 & 7

9 Education
Ken Richardson updates you on Continue to Learn 2005, free training and developments in Employer Training Pilots.

10 GTC News
David Golding explains the GTC’s role in maintaining an approved network of greenkeeper training providers.

11 Membership

28 Continue to Learn:
Equipment Safety and Performance from the Start
Keith Jaynes looks at what is now required when it comes to receiving new machinery and the training which is now available to smooth the process.

34 Health and Safety

38 New Products

40 News from the Chief Executive
John Pemberton keeps you up-to-date with the latest developments at BIGGA.

40-45 Around the Green

46 Letters

54 As I see it ...
BIGGA National Chairman, Andy Campbell highlights the importance of meeting customer’s needs on the golf course.

FEATURES

12 Guardian Angel
Ravensworth Golf Club has an Angel watching over it and, as Scott MacCallum found out, she has seen great things happening at the club.

16 Bigger is Better
Roland Taylor examines the swing from using compact tractors to larger models.

22 The Greener Approach to Greenkeeping
Wrap's Andy Dawe explains how greenkeepers can adopt a sustainable approach to resource management.

25 The Elements of Disease
Dr Kate Entwistle researches the role nutrient deficiency plays in turfgrass disease.

30 The Toro Student Greenkeeper of the Year Finalists
Gareth Jones reviews the 2004 Regional Finals and reveals the eight National Finalists.

32 Reflections from over the Pond
2003 Toro Student Greenkeeper of the Year Winner, Keith Scruton, looks back at his time in the USA.

35 From Lab to Links
Scott MacCallum talks to Dr Alan Gange about the work that he and his students are carrying out at Royal Holloway College.